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Abstract.
To compensate for sensory processing delays, the visual system must make predictions to ensure timely and appropriate behaviors. Recent work has found predictive information about the stimulus in neural populations early in vision processing, starting in the retina. However, to utilize this information, cells downstream must in turn be able to read out the predictive information from the spiking activity of retinal ganglion cells. Here we investigate whether a downstream cell could learn efficient encoding of predictive information in its inputs in the absence of other instructive signals, from the correlations in the inputs themselves. We simulate learning driven by spiking activity recorded in salamander retina. We model a downstream cell as a binary neuron receiving a small group of weighted inputs and quantify the predictive information between activity in the binary neuron and future input. Input weights change according to spike timing-dependent learning rules during a training period. We characterize the readouts learned under spike timing-dependent learning rules, finding that although the fixed points of learning dynamics are not associated with absolute optimal readouts, they convey nearly all the information conveyed by the optimal readout. Moreover, we find that learned perceptrons transmit position and velocity information of a moving bar stimulus nearly as efficiently as optimal perceptrons. We conclude that predictive information is, in principle, readable from the perspective of downstream neurons in the absence of other inputs, and consequently suggests that bottom-up prediction may play an important role in sensory processing.
Significance statement
To produce appropriate behavioral responses, such as catch fast-moving prey, the visual system copes with significant sensory processing delays. Spiking activity in the retina captures some of the most predictive aspects of the visual information, but this information must be accessible to downstream circuits. We tested how efficiently predictive information could be read out in downstream neurons and how difficult it is to learn to read out this information, using biologically plausible rules applied only to local inputs. Very simple learning rules could find near-optimal readouts of predictive information without any external teaching signal. Both learned and optimal readouts become less efficient at larger group sizes, suggesting a limit to how many inputs a single output can efficiently read out.
Introduction.
To respond efficiently to changing sensory inputs, the brain must predict the future state of the world from past sensory information. For instance, in the salamander visual system, at the minimum such predictions need to compensate for the 50-80 ms processing time of the retina (1) as well as the time for a motor response to be generated. Making these predictions requires leveraging the spatiotemporal structure of the natural world, a computation that is performed efficiently at the first stage of visual processing, in populations of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (2) . Neurons downstream of the retina likely infer predictions about object motion, but to do so, these downstream cells must learn to read out predictive information from retinal inputs.
The retina has been used as a model to evaluate the theory of predictive coding (3) (4) (5) (6) , in which deviations from an expected signal are encoded to maximize information transmission efficiency (7) (8) (9) (10) . Predictive information (11) (12) (13) in the retina, in contrast, is a bottom-up encoding of the predictive aspects of spatiotemporal structure in sensory stimuli (2, 14) .
Depending on context and timescales, it could be advantageous for neural circuits to use the predictability of stimuli in different ways (6, (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . In the retina, internal temporal correlation in population activity over tens to hundreds of milliseconds can be leveraged to make predictions about the future state of the external world (2) . Thus, for early visual processing in particular, the efficient computation of predictive information may be a principal function of retinal circuits and their downstream readouts.
Whether predictive information can be read out and learned by downstream circuits has been comparatively unexplored. Generally, predictive information is encoded by complex, multineuronal activity patterns. To build the range of predictions necessary to bridge the delay between past sensory inputs and future behavioral outputs, downstream circuits must read out predictive information. If the encoding of predictive information is relatively simple, one possible readout mechanism is the perceptron (24) : a linear weighting of inputs, followed by a threshold. Such a readout has the advantage of being a biologically feasible, single-step computation, and previous work has shown that perceptrons can efficiently read out predictive information in small sets of cells (2) . Here we determine whether optimal readouts of predictive information are learnable and accessible to downstream neurons in the absence of other potentially instructive signals. Because spiking activity of RGCs is the only source of visual information to the brain, we examine whether efficient readouts of stimulus predictive information can be found without direct reference to the stimulus, using instead the internal correlations of RGC population spiking activity.
Finding the prediction-optimal binary readout of population activity in small sets of cells is not trivial because a downstream readout mechanism only has the stream of spikes from RGCs to use as an instructive signal on which to train. More fundamentally, what matters to the survival of the organism is not the optimal readout of spiking activity from a (particular) stimulus for which stimulus information can be explicitly calculated, but instead the optimal readout of predictive information from stimuli it encounters in the natural environment. Supposing this readout function had access to information calculations to determine readout efficiency, the number of possible readout functions for sets of 4 cells exceeds 32,000 (i.e. 2 " # $% ). For sets of five cells, there are more than four billion possible readout functions. This sampling problem is simplified by restricting to readouts to perceptrons, but even then the number of possible readouts is in the thousands for modestly sized cell groups. It would be infeasible for the brain to implement a direct search of this set of possible readouts.
A possible solution lies in taking advantage of the internal predictive information of RGC population spiking activity, which can be thought of as a generalized temporal correlation of RGC population activity. We find that each readout's internal predictive information, the information it has about the future input activity, is also related to that readout's stimulus predictive information, and that optimal readouts of one are likely to be near-optimal readouts of the other. This remarkable fact allows for the efficient encoding of predictive stimulus information by efficient readout of input correlations. Next, we generate optimal readouts of internal predictive information by allowing the linear readout weights to evolve under spike timing-dependent learning rules driven by spiking activity recorded in salamander RGCs stimulated with a natural movie. The specific pattern of readout weights learned depends somewhat on initial conditions, but across sampled sets of cells with a range of initial conditions, we find learned readouts are nearly as efficient as the optimal single-bit readout functions at preserving internal predictive information. Finally, we examine the efficiency of these learned readouts with respect to how well they convey external, stimulus-predictive information. As the input pool grows larger, the learned readouts capture a decreasing fraction of the total input information. However, the stimulus predictive information of the learned readouts approaches that of the optimal readouts, showing that the decrease in efficiency at large group sizes reflects a limit to the compressibility of predictive information. While other schema for reading out predictive information from larger groups of cells will likely be necessary, our results show how local information from small groups of inputs can be used to build efficient downstream readouts of predictive sensory information. These results are most relevant to early visual processing stages beyond the retina.
Results.
To investigate whether efficient readouts of predictive information during a natural movie stimulus can be learned, we first established that internal predictive information is a useful proxy for stimulus predictive information. We analyzed optimal readouts of predictive information in a population of larval tiger salamander retinal ganglion cells (n = 53 RGCs) previously recorded using a multielectrode array (2). The retina was stimulated using a moving bar stimulus as well as a video approximating the natural habitat of the larval tiger salamander.
Evoked spike patterns were expressed as a binary word across a set of cells, with a 0 for silence and a 1 for spiking activity (1 or more spikes) in each 16.7-ms time bin. Throughout the paper, we will discuss stimulus information (quantified only for activity recorded during the movingbar stimulus) and internal information (quantified for both stimulus types).
Reading out stimulus predictive information in a sensory population.
We compared stimulus information and internal predictive information for spiking activity driven by a moving bar with position and velocity determined by second-order damped harmonic motion driven by random velocity perturbations. That is, the noise-driven dynamics consisted of random velocity "kicks", drawn from a Gaussian distribution at each time step (Fig.   1A , bottom). The bar trajectory was also subjected to deterministic dynamics (phase plot, Fig As an example, in Fig. 1B we show four cells, all with sensitivity to particular position and velocity features occurring 100 ms in the past (Fig. 1B) , consistent with the 50-100 ms delays incurred by retinal circuitry (1) . Spikes in two of the RGCs (RGC 13 and RGC 16) indicated, with high probability, that the bar passed through the center of the image with high speed at t = -100 ms relative to the spike, whereas spikes in RGC 27 and 49 indicated the bar had low velocity and position far from the center (Fig. 1B) . All four of these cells were highly informative of past features of the moving bar stimulus: this is visually apparent in the difference between the spike-triggered position-velocity distributions (blue, Fig. 1B ) and the prior distribution (gray contours, Fig. 1B) . Two of the RGCs (RGC 27 and 49) were also predictive of future stimulus features (Fig. 1B) . This can be interpreted in the phase plot of the bar dynamics ( Fig 1A) . RGC 27 and 49 spiked when the bar was in a region of phase space where the deterministic forces on the bar were strong and the deterministic trajectory traveled far from the fixed point at (0,0), so trajectories were predictable for longer periods of time.
The mutual information of spiking activity and the bar stimulus features (position and velocity) (Fig. 1C) is, graphically, the difference between the spike-triggered distribution (blue) and the prior distribution (gray contours, reproduced from Fig. 1A ). Figure 1C Activity across these four cells was highly informative of future stimulus, but the full four-bit representation of the four-cell activity pattern is highly redundant. By "reading out" only the most predictive spike patterns, nearly all of the predictive information of a cell group can be compressed to a single bit (2) . For a set of four cells, there are 16 possible patterns of activity, and if we wish to separate the predictive and non-predictive patterns, there would be 2 %2 ways to do so. While the full set of readouts is computationally tractable to sample for N = 4 cells (Fig. S1 ), it is not for N > 4 cells. A simplification of the problem is to restrict readouts to the class of readouts that can be achieved by perceptrons: a linear weighting of input patterns that is compared with a threshold (Fig. 1D) . Two examples of such readouts are explicitly diagrammed for this set of four RGCs (Fig. 1D) . Each of these readouts is highly informative of past stimulus features (Fig 1E) , but only one readout (green) carried predictive information (Fig.   1F ). More generally, a large majority (mean: 78%, SE: 16 % across N = 240 sets) of linear readouts will have stimulus predictive information less than 1 bit/second (Fig. 1H ). For this single example with known stimulus feature selectivity, a readout with predictive information of 5 bits/second was found by pooling the most predictive individual cells with similar predictive feature selectivity. However, downstream circuits in the brain must find an effective readout without direct access to stimulus information.
Spiking activity is both predictive of future stimulus features as well as predictive of future spiking activity, and this fact can be used to find efficient readouts of stimulus information.
More specifically, information between present and future spiking activity, or internal predictive information, is ' ( ) ; ( ),-) , where the "word" ( ) is the binary pattern of spikes (1) and silence (0) at time t. Across sets of four cells, the stimulus predictive information of a binary word is highly correlated with the internal predictive information (Fig. 1G , r = 0.65, N = 240 sets), meaning that the more predictive spiking activity is of the future stimulus, the more predictive it is of future spiking activity. Moreover, readouts that were highly predictive of the future stimulus tended to have higher internal predictive information ( Fig This relationship between internal and external prediction was established for data recorded during the moving-bar stimulus. To determine whether this relationship was more general and extended to spiking activity generated by different types of visual stimuli, we evaluated the internal predictive information of spiking activity driven by a natural movie stimulus, a clip of a swimming fish at the 10cm viewing distance of a typical salamander eye (102 repetitions of a 19.2-s clip of the fish movie ( Fig. 2A) ). Throughout the rest of the paper, a small fish or moving bar icon will be included as an indicator of which stimulus set was used for information calculations. Internal predictive information on the fish movie was highly correlated with the internal predictive information generated by the moving-bar stimulus ( Fig . Thus, cell sets with high wordword internal information during the natural movie also had high word-stimulus predictive information. However, to find efficient readouts of external predictive information for a particular set of cells using internal predictive information, we must test whether the particular readout compression preserves this useful correlation. Therefore, we compared the predictive information of readouts of internal predictive information during the natural movie to the stimulus predictive information of the same readouts. Similar to the readouts of stimulus predictive information during the moving-bar movie, most readouts of internal predictive information had less than 1 bit/second predictive information (72% +/-16% SE of all readouts across sets), but a small fraction were highly informative (Fig. 2D , single set example). For this particular set, the predictive information of readouts of internal information were significantly correlated with readouts of external information ( Fig. 1E ; r = 0.33, p < 1e-4). Across all sampled sets of 4 cells, the linear correlation between internal predictive information and stimulus predictive information was even higher than it was for the sample set ( In summary, neural responses to a moving bar stimulus could predict the future of that stimulus, and the readout of activity of groups of cells that is highly predictive of stimulus features is also highly predictive of the group's future activity, whether that is calculated for a simple moving-bar or a complex natural movie. The stimulus predictive information could be efficiently read out, as could the internal predictive information. An efficient readout under one set of stimulus conditions (natural movie responses) was likely to be a good readout under other conditions (moving bar responses). However, of all possible readouts, only a small minority were efficient readouts of predictive information. We therefore turned to the question of whether efficient readouts of predictive information could be learned using simple, biologically plausible learning rules based on spike timing-dependent plasticity.
Learning the optimal readouts of internal predictive information
Predictive information can be thought of as a generalized correlation between the word at time 1 and at time 1 + 41. By finding efficient readouts with high predictive information, we were identifying the words at time 1 that were most reliably predictive of a word at time 1 + 41. In other contexts, temporal asymmetry in learning dynamics has been linked to prediction of neural sequences in populations (27) . Here specifically, if word A were reliably predictive of word B, then a learning rule that potentiated when word A occurred and depressed synapses when word B occurred could select a readout weight pattern that identified word A and not word B and therefore captured much of the predictive information. We reasoned that an STDP learning rule that relied on relative timing of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic activity could potentially accomplish this, and therefore we simulated learning in which potentiation occurred if an input spike coincides with an output spike and depression occurred if an output spike preceded an input spike (Methods). For each set of cells, we generated a random set of initial patterns of input weights and ran a simulation driven by the spiking data recorded during the natural movie stimulus. The natural movie clip (19.2 s) was repeated 102 times in the experiment, and we drew the training set from half of these clips (Methods). Predictive information was computed on the left-out movie clips. Depending on initial connectivity, one of several final configurations of readout weights was learned, so each set has multiple learned readouts ( Fig. 3A; Fig. S1 ). We quantified efficiency of learned readouts using a firing-rate adjusted metric which compared the predictive information of learned readouts to the highest predictive information of any readout at or below the firing rate of the learned readout (Fig.   3A ). This was done to normalize across readouts and to ameliorate biases resulting from readouts that produce more output spikes.
For small sets (4 cells), learned readouts conveyed near-optimal predictive information (Fig.   3B ). The average percent of the optimal predictive information learned was 86% (14% SE across N = 240 sets). Firing rates of learned readouts were not saturated at the maximum firing rate and were distributed across the range of readout firing rates, with an average firing rate (mean:
2.3 Hz, SE: 0.9 Hz, N = 240 sets) that was 68% of the maximum firing rate. We quantified the similarity of learned readout rules to the optimal readout rule ( Fig. 3C ) based on how frequently the rules produced the same output for a given input, weighted by the frequency of the input. Learned readout rules were similar, but not identical, to optimal readout rules ( have near-optimal readout of predictive information, but that there are also some regions of readout space inaccessible to perceptron readouts. We expect that this extends to sets of larger cells, and we limit our comparisons to a sampled subset of perceptron readouts (Fig. S1) ,
with the caveat that we may not have found the optimal perceptrons for larger sets.
Compared to the optimal sampled readouts, we observed a small decrease in readout efficiency (Fig. 4B) , from 87% on average for groups of 4, to 82% (SE over groups, 10%, N = 244) for groups of 7, and 80% (SE over groups, 8%, N = 244) for groups of 10. Learned readouts for these cells were less similar to the optimal readout than the readouts for groups of four were (0.63, 0.62 for groups of 7 and 10, respectively; Fig. 4A ). While there is a relationship between structural similarity to the optimal rule and efficiency of the readout, many readouts have a high degree of predictive information efficiency with low structural similarity to the optimal rule ( Fig. 4C-D; Fig. S2 ). Thus, for sets of 4-10 cells, efficient readouts of predictive information could be learned without finding the exact structure of the optimal readout.
Stimulus information of learned readouts
For sets of 4 to 10 cells, learned readouts captured most of the optimal readout predictive information, measured in terms of the internal predictive information quantified during natural movie stimuli. How efficient are learned readouts at representing stimulus information? To address this, we compare the stimulus information of the learned readouts to that of the full set of cells and to the optimal readouts. For each set of cells, we identified the learned and corresponding optimal internal-information readouts in our simulations (Fig. 5A ) and computed for each of these readouts the information about stimulus position and velocity (Fig. 5B) . The learned readout stimulus information was compared to the total word-stimulus information (solid line, Fig. 5B ) and the optimal readout-stimulus information (dashed blue, Fig. 5B ).
Because the firing rates of learned and corresponding optimal readouts may change depending on the stimulus type, we compared information efficiency in bits/spike by normalizing by the respective firing rates. We note that the results were qualitatively unchanged without this normalization. Relative to the full cell set stimulus information, learned readouts were much more efficient for groups of 4 cells than for groups of 10 cells. Taken across sets and sampled initial conditions, the median internal-information learned readout of a set of 4 cells was 67%
(4%, SEM) as efficient for stimulus information as the full cell set. For readouts of the sets of 10 cells, the efficiency was only 32% (2%, SEM) of the full set (Fig. 5D, solid) . However, compared to the optimal readouts, typical learned readouts remained relatively efficient, with an average of 91% (8%, SEM) for the sets of 4 cells and 71% (8%, SEM) for the sets of 10 cells. Moreover, a highly efficient (>95% efficiency relative to the optimal readout) readout pattern was learned for at least one of the simulated initial conditions in the vast majority of sampled sets of cells (223/240 sets of 4; 231/244 sets of 7 and 225/244 sets of 10). In summary, readouts learned under simple spike timing-based learning rules were efficient compared to the best possible single-bit readouts.
Discussion
Producing successful behavior in an ever-changing environment using sensory information, acquired in the recent past, necessitates prediction at least at one stage of neural processing.
Such predictions are enabled by long-range spatiotemporal correlations present in natural stimuli. For example, in recordings of populations of RGCs of salamander retina driven by a simple stimulus with partially predictable dynamics, joint activity patterns transmit information that is predictive of future stimuli (2). However, in order for the organism to make use of this information to predict future sensory stimuli, downstream networks need to be able to be able to learn to read it out. In early sensory processing stages, this learning likely occurs without independent instructive signals providing stimulus information.
We examined whether the temporal correlations within predictive populations of retinal ganglion cells can be used to guide the search for readouts of predictive information. Sets of cells were drawn agnostic to the cell types of constituent cells, though retinal ganglion cell populations are made up of diverse anatomical cell types (32, 33) and whether anatomical or functional cell types of cells in a set explain the variability in predictive information across sets and its efficient readout is an interesting question for future work. We showed that groups of cells with high stimulus predictive information also had high internal predictive information, and that while there is not a perfect correlation between the two, efficient readouts of one type of information were likely to be efficient readouts of the other. Potentially, this relationship arises because firing in the retina is maintained by short-term plasticity mechanisms and other network nonlinearities when stimuli are predictable, and is, itself, predictable beyond the observed short correlation time of individual RGCs.
Next, we simulated a set of biologically plausible learning rules based on spike timing dependent plasticity using as "training data" the spiking activity recorded from a set of RGCs driven by a natural movie. This training condition is challenging, but intended to approach a realistic scenario: a downstream neuron reading out bottom-up predictive information does not have independent access to the stimulus or to an error signal to guide its selection of readout weights. While the learning dynamics did not lead to optimal readout weight structure for all initial conditions, the readouts that were found had high information efficiency: relative to the optimal readout of internal predictive information, learned readouts conveyed >80% of the predictive information available to perceptron readouts. Thus, a very simple learning rule, STDP based on pairs of pre-and post-synaptic spikes, found synaptic weights that effectively read out most of the available predictive information.
Finally, we extended our simulations to larger groups of cells. We found that while the efficiency of the readouts relative to optimal single-bit readouts remained high, the efficiency relative to the full cell set decreased for larger cell sets, such that readouts of groups of 10 cells typically preserved 30% of the total predictive information. This suggests a limit to the compressibility of predictive information, and thus an estimate of how many inputs a downstream cell can efficiently read out. In other words, reading out from sets of 4 cells can be accomplished with high absolute efficiency, relative to the full cell set, and perhaps the best way to combine more than four cells is the break this down into indivisible units of four cells, which are later recombined in subsequent processing. Another possibility is that the low efficiency of both learned and optimal readouts at higher N reflects a sampling problem. It could be that restricting our readout mechanism to a simple, perceptron readout is overly limiting, and if we knew how to fully sample the 2 " 5 readouts for a group of N cells, we could read out much more of the predictive information. This is not necessarily the picture painted by the exhaustive sampling of readouts of sets of four cells, but without a guiding theoretical principle of where the optimal bound on readouts of predictive information lies, it is not possible to say with certainty anything about the astronomically under-sampled readouts for sets of 7 or 10 cells.
We emphasized convergence: reading out a single bit from pools of inputs, which would happen somewhere downstream from the retina. This particular dataset was taken from larval salamander, and in the visual system of amphibians, retinal projections terminate in the optic tectum and thalamus (34) . Classic work in the optic tectum of amphibians showed that feeding behavior can be evoked directly from electrical stimulation of parts of the optic tectum (35) , and perhaps utilizing predictive information is primarily useful for making fast, sub-conscious predictions of the future of sensory stimuli and thus limited to these kinds of automatic, reflexlike behaviors. However, salamander retinal ganglion cells are not unique in encoding predictive information: predictive information is also encoded by rat RGCs (36) . In the mammalian visual system, there are both convergence and divergence as visual information passes from the limited number of channels of the optic nerve, to LGN and cortex. This combination may be required to chain together combinations of single-bit readouts that are predictive over larger spatial and temporal regions. In future work, it will be interesting to see if it is possible to build such predictions out of an ensemble of single-bit readouts of many small groups of cells.
Materials and Methods.
Multielectrode recordings during movie stimulation of dissected retina.
The dataset used in this study was previously published (2), and complete experimental details can be found in (37) . Briefly, a multi-electrode array (252 electrodes, 30 µm spacing) was used to record from a larval tiger salamander retina as images were projected onto the photoreceptor layer. Voltages from the electrodes were recorded at 10 kHz over the course of the multi-hour experiment, and spikes were sorted (37) yielding 53 simultaneously recorded single units.
The movies, referred to as either the naturalistic movie or moving bar, were presented using a 360 by 600-pixel display at 60 frames per second with 8 bits of grayscale. The naturalistic movie was a 19-s clip of fish swimming in a tank with plants in the background and was repeated 102
times. The moving bar was an 11-pixel-wide black bar against a gray background, with dynamics for its position (6 ) 7 , Table 1 ) and velocity (/ ) 7 ) following the equations for a stochastic damped harmonic oscillator:
The parameters are Γ = 20s $% and = = 2A×(1.5s $% ), resulting in dynamics that are slightly over-damped: without the stochastic kicks > ) , bar position would decay back to the center position. The time step ∆t = 1/60s, matching the frame rate of the movie. The parameter ? = 2.7×10 2 pixel " /s K was set so that bar position ranges across the screen extent.
The naturalistic movie responses were used for the training dataset and for predictive information calculations (Fig. 2-5 ), except where specifically noted otherwise. The moving bar responses were used for calculating the information about past and future bar position and velocity (Fig 1, 2, 5 ).
Sorted spikes were binned into time bins of width ∆t = 1/60s. Activity of a set of m cells at time 1 = L∆t is described by the m-bit binary word ( ) . The readout M ) of this set of cells is a binary function on the set of 2 N possible binary words. In the case of a perceptron readout (24) , this function may be written
where w is the length-m synaptic weight vector and R = 1. We require weights to be excitatory (S T ≥ 0).
Throughout the paper, several distinct information theoretic quantities are computed. Wordword internal predictive information is the information the binary word ( ) at time 1 provides about the word ( )V at time 1 V = 1 + 01 for some temporal offset dt (38) (39) (40) : 
Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity
The learning rule is a simplified STDP rule (42,43) adapted for binary neurons and depends on the timing of a single pre-synaptic and a single post-synaptic spike:
This rule generates potentiation of a weight S ) T if the input spike triggered an output spike at time t, and depression if an output spike preceded an input spike. We use hard bounds on O, 0 < S T < S max and set a = 0.01. Practically, because firing is sparse, the maximum weight was chosen to be super-threshold (1.1) which ensured non-zero firing rates of learned readouts.
Several variations on this learn rule (triplet-spike (44), homeostatic variations on pair-and triplet-spike rules) were tried, without significant improvement over the results shown (SI).
Quantifying similarity to the optimal rule
The similarity to the optimal readout is defined based on the fraction of time bins with one or more input spikes for which the learned and optimal rule produced the same output. Each (Fig. 3D) . Learned rules are sometimes identical to the optimal rules (blue, purple), and sometimes not (green). For each learned readout, similarity between the learned rules d T and the optimal rules f T is quantified as 
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Sampling the space of possible readouts. (Fig S1) To judge the efficiency of a learned perceptron for a particular set of cells, we need to compare the learned readout function to the set of possible single-bit readout functions. For a subset of groups of four cells, predictive information was computed exhaustively for each of the 2^15 possible (binary) readout functions (Fig S1A) . For these groups of four cells, we computed the maximum readout predictive information as a function of readout firing rate for the exhaustively sampled set of readout functions and for subsets of randomly chosen readouts. At mid-range firing rates (i.e. half of the maximum firing rate), a subsample containing a randomly selected fraction (1%, or 328 of 32768) of all possible readouts produced an estimate of the predictive information bound that was 98% (SE over repeatedly drawn subsample: 3%) of the true bound calculated from the set of exhaustively sampled readouts (Fig S1B) .
For sets larger than four cells, it is not possible to exhaustively sample readout functions, and it is possible that a significant gap between the predictive information of the sampled subset of readout functions and the optimal predictive information emerges as the number of cells in the group increases. We partially sampled arbitrary readouts of sets of 5 cells (100,000 samples), including 62 specially chosen partitions in which only a single input word generates an output spike (31 of these) and their converse (31 of these). Over much of the readout firing rate range, such a readout can be found within 10% of the hull generated by sampling 100k partitions. (Fig   S1 C-D) .
Learning under other spike timing-dependent rules (Fig. S2)
We simulated several variations of spike timing-dependent plasticity: pair (see main text) and triplet-spike rules, as well as homeostatic variations of each rule.
The triplet rule depends on the timing of one pre-synaptic and two post-synaptic spikes, such that potentiation is modulated by the post-synaptic inter-spike interval ∆ ISI :
In the triplet rule, potentiation only occurs if there was recently a post-synaptic event at the time of the pre-post pairing. We simulated learning under the triplet rule for . / = 115ms and . / = 167ms. This rule was defined following Gjorgjieva et al (2011), in which equivalent parameters . / = 114ms and 0 LTD = 0.92. Here 0 LTD = 0.9, which we found to be where simulation results usually generated weight vectors with both zero and non-zero weights.
For homeostatic learning rules, the sum of weights was constrained to equal 0.75N, where N is the size of the cell group, at each learning timestep.
For each set of cells, we generated a random set of initial conditions, and for each of those initial conditions, four separate learning simulations were carried out, employing each learning rule in turn. We then directly compared the readouts learned under each rule. We visualize this in a matrix, showing for each initial condition of each cell set, which of the four learning rules led to the readout with the highest predictive information (Fig. S2A ). Rows are ordered by the predictive information of the full cell set. Most of the matrix is blue, indicating that the pair rule generally led to the highest predictive information in the final readout. For 80% of tested cell sets, the pair rule was optimal for 80% (or more) of initial conditions (Fig. S2B) . After the pair rule, the next most common optimal rule was the triplet rule with homeostasis (purple, Fig.   S2A , B). We next examined the fraction of recovered predictive information for each simulation under an optimal learning rule. For each cell set, there is a particular pattern of recovered information across all tested initial weight patterns. One difficulty in analyzing these patterns is that the labeling of the four input cells is arbitrary, making comparisons across groups difficult.
We noted that the pattern of each set was often most strongly coupled to one of the initial input weights. For each set, we identify the dominant initial input weight based on the correlation of final predictive information with the initial weight strength, and we then order the initial conditions for that set by the initial value of the dominant weight (Fig. S2C ). (The same ordering was adopted in Fig. S2A .) The strong patterning in Fig. S2C induced by this ordering shows that having high predictive information in the final learned readout is often dependent on starting with a particular pattern of input weights, specifically with a strong weight in the "dominant" input. However, there is still variability across the cell sets: for many sets, with both small (0.04) and large (0.14) predictive information, nearly all initial conditions reach the same final state. Finally, we examined the distribution of predictive information learned when each rule was optimal (Fig. S2D ). Readouts learned under the pair rule have higher median predictive information, but the difference is small: less than 0.01 bits per 16 ms.
In summary, the optimal learning rule depends on details of the cell sets and initial conditions, but most often, the simple, pair-spike learning rule produced the most efficient readouts.
Importance of perceptron structure to perceptron efficiency (Fig. S3) Learning the precise structure of the optimal perceptron is only important if information readout depends on finding that optimal structure. Based on the learning results for sets of 4-10 cells, this may not be the case. To see how an efficient readout of predictive information can be found without exactly matching the optimal readout structure, we examined the relationship between the range of readout predictive information and predictive information of the full cell set across many sets of cells (Fig. 5 ). The range of readout performance (Fig. 5A ) was defined as the maximum, over all firing rates, of the difference between the best readout at or below a firing rate and the worst readout at or above a firing rate. This reflected how important finding the optimal structure is: if almost all readouts were within a 20% performance range, then readout structure counted for at most 20% of the readout efficiency. Each set had a particular pattern of predictive information across readouts, but several trends emerged across sampled cell sets. The widest ranges of readout performance were observed when the internal predictive information of the full cell set was smallest (Fig. 5B ). For some of these cell sets, the optimal readout captured 90% more information than the worst readout. The range of perceptron performance narrowed to ~20% for word-word information of 0.4 bits/bin (24 bits/s). The overall efficiency of readouts was highest for the lowest internal information, decreasing from 90% for some readouts of internal information of 0.1 bits/bin to 50% for internal information of 0.4 bits/bin (Fig. 5C ), which are most often readouts of sets of 10 cells.
The difference between the best and worst perceptrons was smaller for these sets, so many perceptrons will tend to have high efficiencies relative to the optimal readout, which is what we saw in the learned perceptrons for sets of 7 and 10 cells: high readout efficiency without high similarity to the optimal rule structure. A: The optimal rule at each initial condition for each set of four groups for which learning was simulated, indicated by color. The pair rule without homeostasis (as used in the main text) is most often the best rule.
B: Quantification of A. The pair rule was optimal for 80% of initial conditions in 80% of cell groups. The triplet rule with homeostasis was optimal for 50% of initial conditions in 10% of cell groups.
C: Relationship between initial condition and predictive information of the learned readout.
D: Predictive information of learned readouts was similar across optimal rules but highest for readouts learned under the pair rule.
SI Fig 3:
For larger groups, more readouts are near-optimal, but the total readout efficiency decreases.
A: Quantification of the predictive information -firing rate landscape. We characterize each cell group by the maximum fraction of predictive information of any readout, and by the maximum range of readout predictive information at fixed firing rate.
B: The largest range of readout predictive information decreases as total predictive information of the group increases. This means that for cell groups with large total predictive information, most readouts are within 0.2 (as a fraction of the group information) of each other.
C: Larger groups and groups with higher predictive information are less compressible onto a single bit readout of that predictive information. Taken together, for large, predictive groups, the precise structure of the readout weights matters less at a fixed firing rate, so many weights are near optimal. However, the optimal readout gets less efficient. 
